Dear guest of Hotel de Weverij,
You may have noticed that the worldwide outbreak of the COVID-19 (coronavirus) has many
consequences for everyone. In recent days, many of our guests have called us with the question:
"Are you still open?" For clarity and your and our peace of mind: Fortunately we are open and
look forward to welcoming you at our hotel | restaurant.
We can well understand that there is uncertainty about the consequences of the virus.
We would like to inform you about the measures that Hotel de Weverij has taken so that you,
our guest, have the highest form of hygiene and safety with regard to our health.
General hygiene
We have informed all our employees to observe the applicable hygiene instructions in public
places. These instructions are also shared with the guests on screen and in text. We also ask you
as a guest to follow the hygiene instructions: think of regular washing and disinfection your hands,
cough and sneezing in the inside of your elbow and use paper handkerchiefs.
Strict rules regarding hygiene in the hotel rooms, the restaurant and the general areas
Our colleagues clean and disinfect the hotel rooms to the highest standards with the available
resources and materials. In addition, we have increased the cleaning frequency for the restaurant
and public areas and instructed our colleagues to perform additional cleaning work. We have
sufficient hand soap and paper in stock, so that your and our hygiene are guaranteed in that
area.
Extra measures in our restaurant
We have adjusted the table layout so that there is extra space between the tables (at least
1.5-meter distance). We will ensure that there will be no more than 30 guests in one room at a
time. Upon arrival we will inform you about the details of the breakfast. With higher occupancy,
breakfast is divided into periods, so that no more than 30 guests will be present in our Garden
Room at the same time.
And last but not least
In recent years we have faced several challenges. Partly due to your confidence, we have come
out stronger every time. We would therefore like to state on behalf of our entire team that we do
everything we can to put your health first. We will of course keep a close eye on the news on
various channels. If these messages change the above, we will make every effort to inform you as
soon as possible.
Our activities are designed to unburden you and we will do that with complete dedication.
We are therefore looking forward receive you in this special period in Hotel de Weverij |
Restaurant Cordial.
If you have any questions about your reservation, you can contact us by phone 24 hours a day
0031-(0)412694646 or contact info@deweverij.nl by e-mail.
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